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Ladies and gentleman may I present
The heavy weight champion of the world straight out of
the UK -
the infamous Chipmunk.

[Verse One - Chipmunk]
Yo, Yo I'm the talk of the town
I'm who the UK's talking about,
Said I wouldn't move up and now what I've moved up
What other dem who's talking to me now
Like who, What, When, Who's talking me now
Everyday somebody's calling me out
Proved I'm above, Ima do what dey does
I'm actually buzzing, I'm locking it down

Clown, who's hot for me now
Older or younger, I'm taking them out
On top where I'll be taking them down
Man lower levels with clouds
Sekkle me how. If you ain't heard then ask around
Chip don't bring any mc's sending
None of them dollars got shit on this town
But know if it's cheddar, I'm down, CLOWN

[Chorus]
I float like a butterfly, sting like a bee
I'm Mohammed Ali the mc
Uk to the west, you can't test me
Just ask around town, and they know who I be

I float like a butterfly, sting like a bee
I'm Mohammed Ali the mc
Uk to the west, you can't test me
Just ask around town, and they know who I be

[Verse Two - Chipmunk]
Yo, I built my name as a brand,
Wa-happen for them still - as fan
I took a lil break after a league of my own
Now it's album time
I'll be back with a bang
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B..bang yes, yes Ima dan, if dey can't do it then
Chipmunk can
But if you can't see 5,000 plays in a day then Shuu Yur
Mouth!
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